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Turning Rejection
into Revenues

Einstein said it well:
“The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over while expecting
different results.” In the busy world we live in, we sometimes trap ourselves into a cycle of
repeating habits, which then unconsciously sabotage our business growth.
Example, have you ever been rushing to an appointment, driving without paying
attention when all of a sudden you are in a place you don’t remember driving to? That is a
wake up call for you to pay attention to your life. If you are like most people they start off
slower, then end up doing the same thing going home!
I have spoken to countless real estate professionals who are struggling to grow their
business, looking for a differential to bring the “client value consciousness” one step closer
to hiring them. This magazine is my differential; it brands me as a professional, an expert
in my field of competency; it is a subtle message to you that the work I do will set you
apart from other agents. Raise the value factor of your service to your clients by including
my services in the listing offer. Statistics show that more than 63% of buyers today are
willing to pay more money for move-in ready property. The work I do is way deeper than
surface décor. Understanding the psychology of a lifestyle the targeted buyer desires, then
strategically planning color, placement and style to appeal to the senses, in order to
emotionally charge the buyer with enthusiasm and belief that they want to live in that
space! That is the work I specialize in!
Colour is a key element to success; the Color Institute tells us 60% of the first
impression is formed on color alone; so choosing the right color is essential. When you
know, like I do, that more than 40% of the world’s paint sales are as a direct result of
choosing the wrong color first—you can understand why every nuance of tint, shade and
color—of every item in the home must harmonize and work together to capture attention
and resonate the “buy me” message.
Let’s stop doing the same thing over and over expecting a different result. When you are
serious about super charging your business talk to me about how we can work together to
grow both of our businesses. Call me—you will be glad you did.
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Carpenter Bee Infestation
How can you recognize a carpenter bee
infestation, and what
should you do?

Do you see the stain on the aluminum siding?
That is a sure sign there was a carpenter bee infestation in
the past. It might be current and active. Sometimes I see ten
or twenty of these stains along the underside of the fascia
board along a roof. These stains are created by carpenter bee
spit and vomit. If you clean it off and smell your rag, it smells
like honey! Well, of course! What do you think honey is?
Here is what a carpenter bee hole looks like.

Carpenter bee holes all look the same. They are
very round and about the size of your pinky finger.
The bees create a hole in the wood and then
tunnel to the left and right. At the end of the tunnel
they lay eggs. Then they drag in some form of food
(another insect or two) for the eggs when they hatch.
The carpenter bee then dies, leaving the next
generation to happen.
The next generation will do exactly the same thing.
Over time you can have quite an infestation! And your wood
can become very damaged.
When I see the holes (they happen on our daughter’s
wooden play set in the rear yard), I do this:
1. Spray in some insecticide
2. Fill the hole with caulking
When the bee returns home, it sees all that and gives up
and goes to find another house to infest. Often carpenter
bees pick out a house in a neighborhood and really go at it!
You have to pay attention to the stains and when you see
them go into action.
A carpenter bee looks like a bumblebee, but with a slightly more pointed hind end.
That image is just about life-size!
You can notice them when you see them
flying, as they often will stay still in the air,
especially as they examine something, like
the side of your house. Once they find the
perfect spot, they will go after it. They can create a hole in
short order!
My recommendation: When you see the stains or a small
pile of powder or sawdust under a wood feature, it means a
hole is being worked on or already created. You should eliminate the bee’s desire immediately. Spray the hole and fill it.
That will quash the bee’s desire, and it will move on.
Eco note: For those concerned about the environment,
there is talk of some soaps being created, but nothing seems
to work as well as the above. As such a small amount of insecticide is used, perhaps it is negligible.
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For more information:
Jay Markanich Real Estate Inspections, LLC
12315 Sherborne Street
Bristow, VA 20136
(O) 703-330-6388 (C) 703-585-7560
www.jaymarinspect.com
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Written by Jay Markanich of
Jay Markanich Real Estate
Inspections, LLC

A Front Entry Door
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onsumers believe an attractive front entrance
not only adds to a home’s curb appeal but can also
boost its perceived market value, according to a
national study commissioned by Therma-Tru.
The study, conducted by independent research company
TNS, found that a home with an enhanced Therma-Tru
entryway added to its perceived value by as much as five times
the cost of the door itself.
At a time when homeowners are looking to get the most
out of every dollar they spend on their homes, installing an
attractive new front entryway is a cost-effective investment
that can have a big impact.
The study asked more than 2,400 consumers throughout
the United States to estimate home prices based on the home’s
exterior appearance. The study found that an enhanced
entryway can add as much as $24,000 to a home’s perceived
value. The added value was as much as five times the cost of
the entry system.
Moderately priced homes benefited, too. The second
instalment of the Therma-Tru National Home Valuation
Study™, conducted in 2002, found that moderately priced
homes benefit from entryway updates just as much as
their upscale brethren. The new study in 2011 showed

C
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that an upgraded entryway can increase the perceived
value of a home in the under $200,000 price range by
$7,720, or 4.1%.

National Sample of Homebuyers
Independent market research firm TNS conducted the
study using an online survey. TNS, a leader in web-based
market research, recruited similar sample groups of homeowners. The participants were qualified by age and income to
reflect typical homebuyers. They were between 30 and 50
years of age, had an annual family income of at least $75,000,
and had either purchased or shopped for a home within the
past five years.
Each group looked at images of homes and was asked to
estimate how much each one would cost based on its appearance. One group looked at images of homes with standard sixpanel doors. This group of images was referred to as the
“unenhanced” sample. Another group looked at images of the
same homes upgraded with Therma-Tru fiberglass entry systems, including decorative glass, sidelites, and transoms. This
group of images was referred to as the “enhanced” sample.
Both groups also viewed “control” homes, which were used to
adjust for possible sample differences.

Adds Value to a Home
The study found that an
enhanced entryway can add as
much as $24,000 to a home’s
perceived value. The added value
was as much as five times the
cost of the entry system.

glass sidelites. A second group saw the same home with a
stained Therma-Tru Fiber-Classic® system, including decorative glass doorlites and sidelites. With the 6-panel entryway,
consumers estimated the home’s value at $189,300. With the
enhanced entry system, the estimate jumped to $197,020—an
increase of $7,720, or 4.1%.

Consistent Increase in Perceived
Value of Homes

These findings suggest important benefits for builders,
homeowners, and remodelers, suggesting that an enhanced
entry system will positively influence the selling price of a
home. In addition, it suggests that builders who install an
upgraded entry system will gain an immediate competitive
advantage over those who don’t—especially for capturing
shoppers’ critical first impressions.
That perception could translate into a higher selling price,
increased demand, and improved sales cycles for builders. For
homeowners and remodelers, the study suggests that a new
entry door system will add value to an existing home, at a
lower cost than many other remodeling projects.
For example, a survey of real estate agents in Remodeling
magazine found that most improvements yield a return of less
than 90 cents on the dollar in terms of the home’s market
value and cost much more than a new entry system. According
to the research, the added perceived value of an enhanced
entryway returns $4 to $5 in increased perceived value for
each dollar invested.

Benefits for Builders, Homeowners,
Remodelers

Increase in Perceived Values for Homes with Enhanced Entry Systems
Test Home 1*

Test Home 2**

Test Home 3**

Test Home 4***

Unenhanced
Value
$427,540

$284,730

$403,470

$189,300

Enhanced
Value

Difference

$303,630

+$18,900

$441,190

$428,310

$197,020

+$13,650

+$24,840

+$7,720

Percent
Difference

For more information:
http://www.thermatru.com

+3.2%

+6.6%

+6.2%

+4.1%
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*Upgrade from a Therma-Tru six-panel Smooth-Star door system with two sidelites to a complete Therma-Tru ClassicCraft door system including decorative glass, sidelites, and a transom.
**Upgrade from a standard six-panel door to a complete Therma-Tru Classic-Craft door system including decorative glass,
sidelites, and a transom.
***Upgrade from six-panel door with clear sidelites to complete Therma-Tru Fiber-Classic system including decorative
glass, sidelites, and transom.
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The enhanced entry systems added to the perceived value
of the home:
• In the first home (upgrade from six-panel Smooth-Star®
door with two sidelites to a complete Classic-Craft® door system), the perceived value increased from $427,540 to
$441,190, a difference of $13,650 (3.2%).
• In the second home (upgrade from a standard six-panel
door to a complete Classic-Craft door system), the perceived
value increased from $284,730 to $303,630, a difference of
$18,900 (6.6%).
• In the third home (upgrade from a standard six-panel
door to a complete Classic-Craft door system), the perceived
value increased from $403,470 to $428,310, a difference of
$24,840 (6.2%).
In a follow-up study, homebuyers looked at an image of a
moderately priced home with a painted 6-panel door and clear
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Turning Rejection into Revenues
Written by Lynn Scheurell
ejection hurts. Period.
And, in many ways,
business owners get to
know it better than just about
anybody else.
Everyone has been or will be
rejected at some point in life. It
comes in many forms, regardless
of height, weight, skin color, or
type of business. Ironically, there
are studies that show we hear the
word “no” something like 2,000 times before we say
“Mama”; until the age of 18, it’s more like 200,000 times.
So, Western society is practically conditioned for rejection.
Rejection means that we are excluded from something,
whether that’s from someone’s approval, an activity, or
belonging to a relationship or group. In business, it means
that our product or service doesn’t meet the need of the
person who we had hoped would buy it from us.
We know we’ve been rejected when we don’t get the
appointment, the call back, or the sale. It can happen with
an outright pushback—such as someone walking past you
or hanging up the phone on you—or through a more passive communication like being ignored, being on the receiving end of “active apathy,” or getting the silent treatment.
Different forms are harder to take than others. And different people handle rejection in different ways.
But the fact is that all humans fear just about every type
of rejection because we make it mean that we aren’t enough
somehow—that we don’t measure up to someone’s judgment of us through our product or service. We want to be
liked, accepted, and “belong” in community.
In business, that means being able to offer something
that people find valuable and being rewarded for it. When
that doesn’t happen, many times we take it personally
because we believe in what we’re offering. And that can trigger all kinds of negative feelings, everything from low selfesteem to depression to insecurity about who we are just
because someone didn’t want to talk to us about business.
In a sales environment, however, rejection is a cost of
doing business. There is no room to interpret that our ability to sell is a reflection of us personally; if we did that,
walking in the door of a potential client’s office would be
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painful every single time. Therefore, learning how to handle rejection well as a business person could be the key to
future revenues.

FIVE THINGS YOU CAN
DO RIGHT NOW
1. Grow your courage.
When the threat of rejection has the power to slow
you down or even stop you in your tracks, fear is making
your decisions for you. The invitation in this situation is
to grow your courage so that you take advantage of the
opportunities presented to you, that you show up fully in
every potential selling situation, and that you speak your
truth in every moment. If you want the sale, ask for it with
clarity and courage.

2. Use the rejection as a way to
learn what people really want.
Many times a potential client will reject what they don’t
understand rather than take the time to learn the nuances
of what you’re offering. The key in this situation is to ask
probing questions for what they’re really asking or track
the course of their thoughts to offer answers before they
have to ask. This is easier when you have the person in
front of you or on the phone, obviously. If they’re not
available to you in any way, there are some creative
strategies to reach them, but you need to decide where
you’re putting your time and energy. In any case,

Business should be fun, and you get to work with the
people you enjoy working with when you have your own
business! But if it’s just not working out to set an appointment or find phone time with someone (or maybe they
aren’t returning your calls or e-mails), you have a choice to
make: do you want to keep putting your attention on this
potential relationship out of sheer persistence or do you
want to move on to someone who will be interested enough
to listen to you? Sometimes rejection can be an unexpected
form of protection.

4. Know that your current reaction
to rejection is likely an “echo.”
If you have a significant reaction to a rejection (which can
feel like a sting, a ping, or a “charge”), chances are that an old
hurt got reactivated because it’s unlikely that a new person
would have enough power to cause that kind of reaction for
you. In that case, it’s usually an “echo” of a painful situation

5. Re-evaluate your value.
There are times when rejection signals that your offer isn’t
perceived as being valuable—at least for the amount you’ve
asked in exchange for it. Step back and re-evaluate your marketing messages and materials, your current market and the
associated expectations of your local industry, and how
you’re presenting yourself with potential clients. The solution could be as simple as a new suit or as complex as reworking your business brand. In any case, rejection could be your
best friend to creating new paths to revenues.
Making the most of human nature since 1998, Lynn Scheurell
believes that business is your highest calling made manifest
through service. Changing the world starts by understanding
your motivations, inspirations, and purpose—in other words,
changing the world starts within you. And then you apply
your intensity through strategic business models, systems, and
focused action to create conscious, and often dramatic, results.
To learn more, visit www.MyCreativeCatalyst.com.
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3. See rejection as a way of protecting you from people who are
not your match.

from your past rather than about your current potential
client. In this case, take a deep breath, take note of what just
happened so you can handle it later, and do what you can to
be socially appropriate in the moment (which can include
damage control afterward). Avoid blaming, harsh words, or
saying anything that can come back to haunt you later.
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rejection can often be an invitation to provide additional
information in the way your potential client can use it.
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Divorce: It Takes a Team
Written by Joan Rogliano of
Rogliano Real Estate Group
ivorce is a word
that brings a
range of emotions
to everyone. While no one
marries anticipating divorce,
sometimes it appears there
is a worldwide epidemic.
Statistics show that 37.7% of
all Canadian marriages will
end in divorce before the
thirtieth anniversary. In
Australia, nearly one-third of
marriages end in divorce. In
the United States, where the
average age of marriage has risen to twenty-seven for males and
twenty-six for females, the divorce rate is the highest. It consistently hovers around 50%, with 1.2 million divorces annually,
and approximately 60% of those involve a marital home.
Unfortunately, the divorce rate for second marriages is actually even higher than for first marriages.
It is a devastating time, and most couples are unprepared to
navigate this thorny path. Thrust into one of the most vulnerable positions life has to offer—and faced with another of the
most stressful events in life, selling property—the refrain in
the aftermath is frequently, “I realize now that I didn’t know
what I didn’t know.” It is crucial the parties involved proceed
with caution and be armed with information. It’s even helpful
to have a friend or relative attend important meetings to be
sure a calm presence records everything correctly.
Divorce is anxiety producing in the best of circumstances
and can lead to rash decision making to expedite the process.
Before any decision is made, it is best the parties slow down,
take a deep breath, and then assemble the very best team to
guide them through this life-altering process.
Now is the time to ask for personal referrals. The internet is
a great resource, but not under these circumstances. Seek out
professional referrals from friends, family, or coworkers. This
is an extremely personal experience and becomes a business
transaction on some level. You need strong advocates with an
abundance of patience who understand your specific situation
and won’t take advantage.
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The team of professionals needed will vary with each situation, and each professional brings specific expertise to provide
needed information outlining options. Real estate professionals with specific divorce training, a staging professional with
excellent communication and diplomacy skills, tax specialists,
loan originators, and therapists might constitute a team. It’s
vital all team members recognize what they contribute and
then defer to other professionals outside their area of expertise. An attorney who is also giving you real estate advice and
talking about market values is probably not representing an
accurate assessment.
A legal adviser is frequently a starting point, but be aware
there are many options in this arena. There is tremendous
growth in the fields of collaboration or mediation, versus litigation. A less conflicted approach to resolution, collaboration,
or mediation can contribute greatly to reducing both the final
cost of proceedings and the level of conflict experienced by the
family. Statistics show that fewer than 10% of mediated
divorces end up in court on post-divorce disputes or contempt
motions for failure to comply with the terms of the agreement.
Post-decree proceedings are very common and drain both
finances and energy. In Cook County, Illinois, for example,
70% of divorced couples return to court within one to five
years of the final agreement. Here’s an example of what can go
awry: In the final divorce agreement, one party remains in the
marital home and is not on the note. The other party is on the
note and has been court ordered to pay the mortgage in a
timely manner or face contempt charges. Because the party
remaining in the home has no access to the mortgage information, they are unaware that payments are in arrears. They
receive a surprise phone call from the holder of the note
informing them the house is going into foreclosure for delinquency of payments. This presents a terrifying dilemma and
places the person residing in the house in a state of panic. They
are now going to be homeless because they understood the
court order would protect them, and the payments had to be
made. The non-paying party is in contempt of court, but that
won’t stop the foreclosure.
According to legal sources, the attorneys could have prevented this from happening in three ways. The first option has
the final decree stating that the residing party, while not on
the note, be allowed to communicate directly with the lender.
Second, the person responsible for making the payments can
pay the person residing in the home, and let them make

For more information:
Joan Rogliano, CRS, GRI
Certified Real Estate Divorce Specialist
303-667-5485
www.roglianorealestategroup.com
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realtor who specializes in this niche market to navigate the
sale. A realtor who wants to take the listing and hire an
attorney to assist is usually only adding to the expense of the
sale. If the realtor isn’t experienced in this intricate and
lengthy process, he or she should refer the sale to someone
who specializes in this growing niche market.
Questions abound, and seeking answers in the initial
stages of a divorce can determine outcome. Once decisions
are made and the divorce final, it is frequently impossible
to make changes. If modifications are achieved, these
efforts carry a high price tag in professional fees and
heightened anxiety.
The goal should be a family who has their individual
needs met with reduced conflict and fair resolution.
Each professional contributing their individual expertise
creates a strong collaborative team and remains the
winning formula.
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the payments. Third, the responsible party can send the
mortgage payment check to the person in the home, and
they forward it on to the lender. Collaboration with a
realtor and loan originator could have avoided this family
being homeless. By the time they contact their realtor, it’s
too late to intervene.
Outside of determinations regarding the children, the
most emotional decision becomes what to do with the family home. It is also usually the largest financial investment a
family has made. The property is strongly associated with
family memories and shared experiences, and what to do
with it often becomes a volatile discussion.
On a practical level, it’s critical to remember the decision
of selling or retaining the property is not an isolated choice.
There are short- and long-term financial, emotional, and tax
consequences to consider. Parties must gather trusted
resources about options and weigh them with immediate,
short-, and long-term goals in mind. Consultations with
financial and tax experts might be necessary.
With the current plight of the housing market, many
divorcing families also face a short sale or foreclosure of
the family home. This scenario is usually dictated by an
already-dire financial picture. It is imperative to select a
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What Do Designations, Certifications,
Mean for the
Written by Shell Brodnax

Home Staging

very industry starts somewhere. Let’s compare the
staging industry to the real
estate industry. At one point, there
were no licensed real estate agents.
The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF REALTORS® was founded as the
National Association of Real Estate
Exchanges on May 12, 1908, at the
YMCA auditorium in Chicago,
Illinois. With 120 founding members, nineteen boards, and one state
association, the National Association
of Real Estate Exchanges’ objective was “to unite the
real estate men of America for the purpose of effectively exerting a combined influence upon matters affecting real estate interests.”
Over the years, they added a code of ethics, more boards,
adopted the tagline of “The Voice for Real Estate,”
launched a public awareness program, and encouraged its
members to display the REALTOR® logo as a sign of their
membership and support to their industry.
This was started by a group of people who had the common sense to stand up, unite, and make a difference.
Sound familiar? It is exactly what RESA® is doing. We are
self-regulating. We are people with common interests coming together to advance professionalism, excellence, and
legitimacy in the home staging and redesign industry.

E

Are designations and certifications real
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in our industry?
Of course! Certifications and designations mean you
attended a course, successfully completed the course, and
passed any required testing. An industry does not have to
be government regulated in order for the certifications and
designations to be legitimate.
Do you know the Real Estate Staging Association®
(RESA) accredits home staging training schools?

Why accreditation if the industry is not
government regulated?
I think we all agree we don’t want, or need, government
legislation in our industry. We don’t need “laws” to make
what we do a criminal offense if you don’t hold a license
issued by a state or province.
RESA Accredited Training Providers go through a strict
application process and agree to be held accountable via a
formal student-complaint process. Students may file a
grievance with RESA, and the grievance is fully investigated. We work with the student and training provider to
resolve the complaint. RESA has the right to revoke the
accreditation status for any home staging training and or
redesign training company that doesn’t meet RESA standards or doesn’t work to resolve any student complaints.
Students can rest assured RESA accredited training
providers have satisfied extensive scrutiny in order to
receive accreditation.

What is the purpose of accreditation
and the accreditation process?
Accreditation is a means of assisting private career
providers and colleges to become stronger and better institutions by setting standards of educational quality.
Accreditation supports the efforts of institutions to achieve
maximum educational effectiveness for students, employers, and the public. It also provides an assurance of quality
and establishes eligibility for participation in federally
funded providers. RESA’s accreditation process is a comprehensive review of all academic and ancillary activities and
resources that support an institution’s educational objectives and the courses they offer.

Is the accreditation process just a “paid
for” recognition status?
Absolutely not! Our process follows guidelines set forth

and Accreditations

Industry?

by the US Department of Education’s approved accrediting
agencies. Our process is serious. We make sure training
providers are teaching specific subject matter that is pertinent for home stagers to know in order to start their businesses. In addition, we look at their policies and procedures.
RESA-accredited providers must meet requirements of more
than sixty subjects that must be included in core home staging training. In addition, accredited training providers agree
to follow a code of ethics and agree to a formal complaint
process for their students to file grievances against them,
should the need arise.
We do charge a nonrefundable application fee. Fees cover
the administrative process and are a standard operating procedure in any accreditation process. Not all courses submitted are approved for accreditation. If they don’t meet the criteria, they are not approved. Providers not meeting the standards receive a report indicating which areas need improvement to meet RESA standards. Providers are allowed to correct those areas and resubmit.

Absolutely and with good reason! RESA values strong
industry leaders. We believe it is imperative to have them
part of our board. Their input is crucial to the success of our
association and industry. They provide valuable information
on the needs and wants of our members. We encourage all
home staging providers to join RESA and contribute to the
growth of the industry.

Are the training providers who apply for

Affiliate Training Provider and a RESA

accreditation status part of the RESA

Accredited Training Provider™?

accreditation committee?

RESA affiliate training providers file an application with
RESA. Affiliate providers have not completed the accreditation process. We check references, and they agree to follow
a provider code of ethics and agree students may file a grievance against them with RESA should the need arise.

Are there any affiliate training providers
or RESA-accredited training providers
on the RESA National Board or the
Executive Committee or holding any
ship positions?

• They may not be aware of the program.
• They may not meet the criteria.
• They may not be supportive of RESA’s mission to be
open to all home stagers.
• They may not want to invest in the accreditation.

What is the difference between a RESA

What training provider owns RESA?
RESA is not owned by anyone. We are a California, Nonshareholder Corporation. We are MEMBER OWNED; a
501 C 6 tax-exempt business league. This means we have
submitted an extensive application with the Internal
Revenue Service in order to get our status approved. They
have reviewed our bylaws, policies, and procedures and have
approved us.
For more information on RESA, please visit
www.RealEstateStagingAssociation.com
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state president or local chapter leader-

providers not RESA accredited?
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Training providers are not part of the review process.
In fact, when an application is processed, the reviewers
sign a confidentiality agreement along with a non-compete agreement.

Why are some home staging training
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Garden Music
Build an Ecosystem Pond for a LowMaintenance Piece of Garden Paradise

12

“If there is magic on the planet, it is contained in the
water,” American philosopher and natural science writer
Loren Eiseley once observed. Certainly anyone who’s sat on
a bench by a garden pond has experienced that magic firsthand. The moments we spend quietly watching the wind
blowing tree limbs or waves rippling on a pond are precious
few—and they provide us with a reflective time to relax and
enjoy all a natural landscape has to offer.
Just ask Mark Harp, a Western Washington landscape
designer and owner of The Pond Store, located in Sumner,
Washington. He’s spent the last fourteen years on a quest to
eradicate high-maintenance residential lawns and has transformed literally hundreds of Northwest backyards into peaceful sanctuaries where water plays a central role.
In fact, Harp is better known as Mark the Pond Guy to
the many clients for whom he’s created high-impact,
low-maintenance ponds that exist within the ecosystem
of a landscape and result in the most natural manmade
water features possible.
Surprisingly, Harp notes that the cost of a pond is often
commensurate to installing a hot tub, although the size, number of waterfalls or streams, depth, and location can greatly
increase the final price of installation. But he adds that cost
should not be a deterrent to incorporating a pond. “Whether
large or small, each pond should be unique in its design,” he
says. “And there is definitely one to fit any style of landscape,
budget, or size of yard.”
Harp has found over the years that the true benefits of
having a pond aren’t fully realized until after his customers
come home from work and gravitate immediately toward
the pond to relax. For that reason, he always encourages
people to scale up and install as large of a feature as they can
afford, even if it is much more than they think they would
want at the time. Here are some other considerations for pond
installation that Harp offers us:

Make your pond the center of attention. Don’t choose an
unused corner of the yard. Instead, build it next to a patio or
deck so it can be fully enjoyed at close range. Ideally, the site
should get four to six hours of sunlight each day to encourage
water lilies to bloom. Consider locating your pond outside an
often-used interior room so you can see the water even when
you’re not in the garden.
Fish add interest and help with maintenance. Most of
Harp’s clients need to be talked into having fish because they
believe they’ll be a maintenance headache. In fact, it’s just the
opposite. “Fish feed on algae, and their waste actually fertilizes
the plants; the plants take their waste and turn it into oxygen,”
Harp explains. In addition, feeding the fish is a daily activity
that can be fun. To keep raccoons and other predators at bay,
Harp advises incorporating a protective shelf around the edge
and a “fish cave” where fish can hide.
Waterfalls add action and can be built in a flat space.
Simply use the dirt from the excavation of the pond to create
a berm that will be the setting for a natural waterfall.
Worried about more mosquitoes? Don’t be.
Ever since West Nile virus became an issue, there are concerns
that mosquitoes will multiply in the presence of water. But
moving water keeps the mosquitoes from hatching, and fish
love to eat mosquito larvae.
In a properly installed pond, algae are not a
problem. Fortunately, technology has come a long way, and
today’s ponds don’t get green water. “Installing a skimmer is
essential,” notes Harp. “It continually cleans the surface, and
you only have to remember to clean the net.” It’s also essential
to build a balanced ecosystem by adding natural bacteria and
enzymes to compete with the algae. Draining the pond once
annually and cutting back all the plants gives the pond a fresh
start in the spring.
Lighting adds drama and interest after dark. Outdoor
lighting is always important in a beautifully designed landscape, but it adds a whole new dimension to a pond by illuminating the clear water and reflecting off the waterfall.
Finally, although there are many kits available for
do-it-yourself pond construction, Harp encourages professional design consultation and installation. “Building a natural-looking pond takes vision and passion,” he says. “It’s really
an art that requires a lot of experience and skill.”

Photography provided by The Pond Store.
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 Recyclable wipes
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 No chlorine bleach
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 No borates
 No volatile organic cleaning
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you would have to spend:
clients. They are always looking for unique gifts and what could be more unique
s $480 for the equivalent amount of all-purpose cleaner
that an opportunity to eliminate toxins from the home?
s $13,500 for the equivalent amount of window cleaner
The Get Clean Kit replaces all laundry and cleaning products a household usus $128 for the equivalent amount of degreaser
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one year program to learn how to run their own business and then we provide a
microloan for start up.
I truly, truly urge you to consider this as a valuable contribution to the planet,
your own health and that of your family as well as doing something amazing to
help people who are less fortunate than we. Thank you.
For more information on how you can earn money while you stage please contact: Sue Lund for more information: email slund@cogeco.ca 289 273 6435(o) or
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